








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Kokin Wakashu carries the following waka :
Fuku karani Aki no kusaki no Shiorure ba
Mube yama-kaze wo Arashi to iu ramu.
This waka is inserted in Hyakunin Isshu also. The name of the auther, Funya no Yasuhide is written in
the book. We can notice a different opinion against the hypothesis that the auther is Funya no Yasuhide, and
the annotation is published to modify the name from Funya no Yasuhide to Funya no Asayasu.
However, in my opinion, I can not point out any solid reasoning in this objection that seems to be ex-
treme. I come to the conclusion that we should take the register deserving of the respect, written in each of
the books.
This paper consists of establishing a hypothesis based on the background of this debatable waka.
Hyakunin Isshu and the author
― about the waka＊１ «Fuku karani...» ―
Kazuyoshi MATSUBARA＊＊１．Tanka (Waka) : Japanese poem of thirty one syllables
―２１９―
